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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A weekly independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Wednesday

University employs
group to raise
funds for Ice Arena

June 24,2009
Volume 103, Issue 159
WWWBGVIEWSCOM

Ogg Library to
be shut down
Due to budget cuts,
the University will be
closing the Frank C.
Ogg Science Library
in the Math Sciences

Senior Reporter

Mayor
meltdown
After Carty Finkbeiner
made national news
by breaking up a fight,
faculty columnist Phil
Schurrer shares his
point of view | Page 6

Fencing frenzy

Christian organization moves base
from Union Ballroom to local pub

In Austria, columnist
Alison Kemp
experiences the

By Matt Liasst
Reporter

local customs and
competes in a fencing

h2o campus church services have moved to an unusual location lor
the summer—the dance Boor.
The Christian group has moved fiom its usual spot in the Union
Ballroom and ended up in a completely different location—Gnimpy
Daves Pub, located on Main Street The same place that offers the 1 lall
of Foam beer drinking contest has graciously opened its doors on
Sundays for church services for the students of h2a
"Church is not about the building it meets at" said Bryan Wiles, an
h2o pastor and campus director. "If you look in the Bible, rheres an
implied message saying its not about a building with stained glass, it's
about the people you meet with."

tournament | Page 4

Sink into a
sand dune
The home of rare
plants living in a sandy
environment. Oak
Openings Park in

See H201 Page 8

Toledo is worth a visit
ILLUSTRATION BY BB*D CHESS I THEBGNEWS

|Page 5

A local zine
makes a good
summer read

FUNDRAISIN'FLAMINGOS

Jist editor Mason
Balistreri provides '
an outlet for creative
expression | Page 5

Spencer gets
the call
Derek Spencer shares .
his thoughts about
ALAJNABUZAS I THE BG NEWS

being drafted by the
Kansas City Royals

University's SI46 million Centennial
Campaign, will assess how funds can
I v iu cumulated and who can donate
The Ice Arena continued its rejuve- them Vice Resident of Student Affairs
nation process last week when the IcIUliippk'said.
According to Vivian, who has
University hired an Outside consulting linn to help raise money for the worked everyday in the last two
cosily facility and. in rum. extend tlie months with the working group,
city officials and the Ohio govlife of the hockey program.
The University announced ernment, said the money is a
Beniz VVhaley Messner, a nation- start in the right direction.
"(The money) helped immenseal fundraising consulting firm,
will help brainstorm potential ly," he said. "It gave positive news
funding ideas through marketing which has been hard to come by
with state budgets and cutbacks."
campaigns for the Ice Arena.
According to lack Vivian, head of
Vivian said the Ice Arena has
thelceAn'iiaWbrkingGroupfomied been running a deficit for the
to make improvements through a past 20 years because of insufcost-efficient budget, SIO million ficient business strategies.
will be needed to make appropriate
When tile group submits their
budget emphasizupdates. These
ing cost-efficient
improvements
"We
are
going
include changsolutions to the
ing the ice and
Ire Arena, Vivian
to
have
to
run
said three major
replacing most
of the current
changes will occur.
the
place
like
a
Hirst, a yearinfrastructure by
round pro-shop
updating the Ice
business..."
Arena to modem
and concession
stand will be built
clay standards.
Earlier
this
with all revenue to
month, trie University received SI.5 go to the Ice Arena
Second, three new foil-time posimillion from the state of Ohio to
directly fund renovations for the tions will be created: a manager, a
Ice Arena per requests of State Rep. business and scheduling manager,
Randy Gardner and Sen. Mark and a director of operations with stuWagoner.
dents taking tlie rest of the vacant
But there is still a large differ- positions. In the past Vivian made
ence in what the University has the same proposal for the University
and what they need for an ideal of Midugan and was a successful
ice rink in terms of funds.
process, he said.
In a press release, President Carol
Third, Vivian sakl tlie community
Cartwrighl said the long-tenn impli- will have ti > start paying for the bencauoasof impn Mtig iheatei u. ul I ii 11 efits associated with the Ice Arena
opened 42 years ago, will require they haw previously received at a
broad support from several betas, lower price.
We are going to have to run
Without an updated Ice Arena, a
hockey program will not be success- the place like a business and the
University hits done a good job,
ful, she said.
"The goal is ambitious, but in but the locals enjoying the Ice
order to fix the arena and adequate- Arena are going to have to step up,"
ly fiuid bockey we are proceeding Vivian said.
with the next step to professionally
The working group is expectevaluate the Interest in a fund-mis ed to hand in their budget next
ing campaign for the building and a week. From then, Cartwright
potential scholarship endowment" andWhipple will accept, amend
Cartwrighl said in the release,
or reject certain recommendaThe firm, which consulted on the tions the group has made.
By Andy Ourill

Building | Page 3

PINK LAWN ORNAMENTS: Retired University faculty member Chris Dalton was a victim of having his front yard "flocked" Monday after
noon. The yard birds are part of a youth mission trip fundraiser with First Presbyterian Church.

in the First-Year MLB
Player Draft | Page 4

Staff departures
lead to changes
of senior positions
By Stava KunkUr
Reporter

If you could attend
church anywhere,
where would it be?

JAIME VELASQUEZ
Senior, Business Finance
H

"In a comedy club,
to. Dreak up the
atmosphere." | Page 4
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TODAY
Mostly sunny
High: 91. Low: 69

TOMORROW
Scattered T-Storms
High: ?3. Low: 63

\!

Several position changes will
become effective on July 1 after
some senior staff members
decided to leave the University
to pursue other opportunities
elsewhere.
University President Carol
Cartwrightwillnotbefillingthe
senior positions held by Linda
Dobb, who left last August, or
lames Smith, who leaves at the
end of June. Doug Smith, who
also leaves at the end of lime,
position of vice president for
University advancement will
be re-focused on alumni and
development.
Other changes will include
a new communications officer
for the University,
Kim McBroom, the associate
vice president/director of marketing and communications,
will be chief communications
officer (nd report directly to
Cartwright beginning in July.
As chief communication
officer, McBroom will have
the task of effectively conveying with students, faculty, and
staff. McBroom will also work
with marketing and communications to help with communication between different
groups of the University.
"It's to be effective in recruitSee CHANGE | Page 7

A GAME OF
MUSICAL CHAIRS

•

71m Smith: The former Sky
Insurance executive will be joining the University as a consultant
for economic development and
regional partnerships.
Albert Colom: The vice provost
for enrollment management will
become responsible for enrollment marketing strategies with
McBroom s division responsible
for implementing the strategies.
MarcU Latta: The senior associate vice president for University
advancement and director of
alumni and development will
be the interim vice president for
University advancement and
interim president of the BGSU
Foundation.
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Bruco Potryshak: The assistant vice president and chief
information officer will become
the chief information officer and
report directly to President Carol
Cartwright.
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The following changes will occur
July 1:
Kim McBroom: The associate vice president /director of
marketing and communications
will become the chief communications officer where she will be
responsible for marketing, internal communications and public
media.
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PREPARATIONS: Mark Pierce of Mansfield, Oh©, sets up his tei: at Wood County Fairgrounds yesterday afternoon. This years ride marks
Pierces seventh Great Ohio Bicycle Adventure. Although some cyclists on participate in part of ine ride. Pierce enjoys the entire week

Peddling through small town charm
By Matt Li.issr
Reporter

The sight of 2,800 bicyclists strolling around Bowling Green may
have caught the eye of many students yesterday.
The directors of the Great Ohio
Bicycle Adventure have gathered
riding enthusiasts to partake in a
tour of Northwest Ohio for the 21st
year. The adventure was made for
people to enjoy the scenic atmosphere of Ohios small towns.
"It's a very inexpensive vacation," said GOBA Director Julie Van
Winkle, whohasbeen planningthis
annual event since 1998. "There's a
spirit of camaraderie and it's very
family-oriented. Adults and children alike can see the beauty of the

small towns in Ohio."
'Die organiyiition's goal is to alk m
riders tocdebnite the beautiful hick
roads and to haw fun while camping in just a few of Ohios towns. Van
Winkle sakl.
The bicyclists got together for the
huge kickoff and some opening ceremonies in Norwalk on Saturday.
Krom there, the group departed
from Rmore, Ohio and traveled
about 50 miles per day on the wwkkingtour.
The tour ends this upcoming
weekend when the bikers return to
Norwalk after stopping in Bowling
Green, Defiance and lostoria. Van
Winkle said they planned on taking
long routes throughout the towns in
order to see the different beauties of
the state

The projected 3,000 people made
their pit stop and camped overnight in Bowling Green yesterday
like every other town the bikers are
staying in. Bowling Green provided
entertainment for their stay.
Beth VoUmar, a GOBA entertainment chairperson, planned different events for the bikers during thenstay in town.
All of the riders stayed at theWfood
County Fairgrounds on Poe Road
There, bikers were able to set up
camp while enjoying the music of
the land Hiranman Duo, or an
hour-long yogi session.
At City Park, riders were able to
enjoy the band The Dan & Don

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, BL0GS, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS ON YOUR DAILY LIFE
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See BIKE | Page 8
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has to offer...
These Bowling Green businesses
WELCOME all new students and their parents!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST a . ss Irom Taco Belli
Hours: Mon to Fri 8 30-5:30. Sal 8 30-4 30

_„

New & Used Textbooks

IS B X

WE HAVE THE CURE

418-362-7031

~\

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
in Good Locations!
today!

^
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Explrei 7/31/09
Bowling Green. OH location only

liC i\ largi-sT ami
Ml'—r. iimipkic
impi>rt I.I> Hi"

ClaanStora • Security Camara* - Fraa WI-FI
Largest Dryar In Town - ATM • Opan 24
Air Conditioned - Watti and Dry In 1 Hou

Schedule
your viewing

'£#&&

129S. Mai
419-353-7

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?

LMAJ£/£S
www.LMARIES.cooi

Includes entree, side of
chips, and drink

530 E. Wooster St

419.353.7732 ®

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Meal
Deal

Newly Expanded! Check us out!

i We have Efficiencies. 1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments,
i In mosi cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
i In mosl cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

the
will b

during summer

WE HAVE UNITS READY TO IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

We are open over the summer to
care for your healthcare needs

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.

RKNTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30- to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestale.com

©

/

including lab and pharmacy Go to
our websile www.bgsu.edu/healfh
for our hours.

To schedule an appointment call

419-372-2271
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A SUMMER PLUNGE

Closing the cover on
ByUnChaf.tr
Reporter

On Friday, the Prank C. Ogg
Science Library in the Mall)
Sciences Building will close
— a final decision which was
announced June 17 by Interim
Provost Mark Gromko.
After closing, the mated
als will be shipped to either tlulerome Library on campus or the
Northwest Ohio Regional Book
Depository, an off-campus facility located in Pcrrysburg for the
storageofhooksforthe University
and the University of Toledo.
The Ogg library, located on
the third and fourth floors of
the building, offered research
and instruction in mathematics, health, medicine, technology
and the sciences.
Sara Bushong, the interim
associate library dean, said the
materials will be integrated within either the first or the eighth
floors of lerome Library.
"For us, the materials have
always been considered part
of our main library collection,''
she said.
Bushong said this use of
the library space will help to
save money within the library
system.

1 — _.

UMCHAFETZ

Library She will work as a Student Supervisor in the Jerome Library alter Ogg closes.

"Currently there is no permanent staff at the science library,"
she said. "The library staff has to
shift back and forth between the
libraries at different days, along
with student workers."
Having the books at the two
separate locations will result in
decreased costs and greater efficiencies, Gromko said in an email sent to the University.
"Given the ongoing fiscal challenges, maintaining OSI. as a
stand-alone facility was not costeffective," he said.
The original decision to close
the library, which was made public to the student body on

Preferred
\ Properties Co.

1 Haven House ol Wood County.LCC
151SE WoosterSt

WE^» JMj

Find A Place To Call Home
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MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

nwwprelerredproperliesco.com
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Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pel allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

216 S Mercer RrJ
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Piedmont Apartments
8th A High SI
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Now Renting
2009-2010
School Year

1

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri:8-4 30
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St.

-

419-352-9378
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fish are their favorite part of the Quarry.

Students learn new experiences, gain
confidence in study abroad program
By Luda Polyakova
Reporter

Although many University students have decided to stay local
this summer, there are 188 who
have set their sights abroad.
According to Anne Saviers,
coordinator of education
abroad, there are 188 students
studying abroad this summer.
Although students can study
abroad in the fall and spring
semesters, the summer is an
equally appropriate time to
experience life abroad. This
summer, students are spending time in Austria, France.
Greece, Italy, the Semester
at Sea program and countless more. Saviers said these
education abroad programs
allow students to gain school
credit, undertake an internship, do volunteer work, and
most importantly, gain new
experiences.
"There are so many opportunities now for whatever a
student wants to do," Saviers
added.
Senior Marissa Sayre said the
study abroad options offered

had an influence on her decision to enroll at the University.
"I transferred to BG as a
sophomore in part because
of their French program and
study abroad program to
France and Burkina Faso,"
Sayre, an international business and French major said.
Sayre has taken advantage of
the study abroad opportunities
the University offers by spending time in Tours. France as
well as Ouagadougou, Burkina
Faso.
Sayre said she noticed positive changes in her personality and self confidence when
she returned from studying
abroad.
"I learned more of myself
and what I wanted from life in
those four months than I had in
several of the preceding years,"
she said. Sayre also noticed the
way she communicates with
people became stronger as
well, which is vital to her role as
president of the International
Business Association.
"I find it easier to communicate now," she said, "I'm more
sensitive to the things that I'm

saying and how they could be
perceived by different people."
This is a common element
in students who study abroad,
Saviers said.
"When you go to a new
country, you no longer have
your immediate support systems with you," she said. "This
fosters independence and
strengthens the way you communicate with other people."
Saviers said the confidence
students gain from studying
abroad is very visible at the
information sessions held by
the Center for International
Programs.
"The students returning
from a program have an air
about them that is full of maturity and confidence," Savers
said. "I see it and know it is part
of watching a person become
educated."
The financial aspect of an
education abroad program
can seem overwhelming, but it
does not have to be.
"I encourage students who
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See ABROAD | Page 7
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to the new location. Another
option that was discussed is the
movement of the office of the
College of Arts and Sciences from
the Administration Building.
Other plans which were stated
in the original Feb. 5 announcement include a possible move for
Disability Services from South
Hall, along with creating a computer lab and large seminar room
for Mathematics and Statistics.
A suggestion made by the
libraries was to have a 24-hour
study area. Bushong said,
"We have suggested that as a
use for the space because we
would like to see that happen."
she said. "I'm sure that the new
provost will work closely with
the dean to make a decision for
the space."

SPLASH: Tori Robbins watches her sister Libby leap into the lake at the Quarry. The sisters said ihey aren't afraid of the fish, instead, the

(419)

1-HOUR PIT STOP TIM IFRV1CE. QUARANTEED
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Environment and Sustainabiltty,

'•'•
OnANY
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:• Air conditioning service ;|
Mechanical
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3159 ling U
532 llllnaa Arc

the school of Earth, Environment
and Society, along with the
newly-developed Program of

25%
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Feb. 5 by Gromko, was pending approval due to the fact
President Carol Cartwright
wanted to review the Charter
to avoid any possible violations.
There was a possible violation
in the sense that if the closing of
the library did not "affect two or
more colleges," it could not have
been closed.
Plans for the space in the Math
Sciences Building have been
discussed, however nothing has
been decided. Bushong said the
plans should be in the works in
the following year.
"I think that they will take time
to analyze the best use of the
space," she said.
Some options include moving
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SCAN: Senior Amber LeFever checks in books during her last week working al the Ogg
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Top 5 reasons to buy your
student a Wendy's Gift Card:
Recieve an Extra $5 for every
$25 Gift Card purchased.
Wendy's Gift Cards can be
used off campus.

2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AND TOWNHOUSES
CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES

You don't lose your money
on Wendy's Meal Plan at the

COLUMBIA COURT APARTMENTS
HEINZ APARTMENTS

end of the year.

ASK ABOUT OUR
*■<.<«

3-5 BEDROOM NOOSES
1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
ORADOATE EFFICIENCY /1DEDROOM
£» Sty* ttfi lnd<ufl "\
GREENBRIAR, INC. 1419)352-0717
4451. WODSTER • BOWUNG GREEN ■ OHIO • 41402

www.greenliriarrentals.com

Cheaper, more economical
pricing with speedy service.
More choices on food items
made FRESH as you order
theml
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FORUM
PEUP LE ON

"Church is not about the building it meets at."
- Bryan Wiles, H20 pastor and campus director on h20 holding
church services in Grumpy Dave's Pub [see story, pg. 1],
Wednesday. June 24.2009 4
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If you could attend church anywhere, where would it be?

"On an ocean beach,

"In the mountains,

"In a nudist colony-

"A bar, due to

because it'd be Gods

because it's peaceful,

because Christians

the irony."

gift to us. and the

calm, and spiritual."

aren't supposed to

Travelm the Globe:
Fencing and sausages
outstanding display

Participating in this tournament proved beneficial because
I learned some new vocabulary
and how to properly do somethings Austrian-style.
First, I was scolded for not eating my Frankfurter with mustard
and told that ketchup is only for

Kiisekrainer, a sausage filled with
cheese land my favorite kind).
later, I was stared at for eating my Pinzgauer Kasnockn, a
Salzburg specialty of cheesy spat/Je. with only a fork (I think I've
mentioned the Austrians' love of
eating everything with a fork and
knife before), but was then told
that there is no official rule for
silverware usage.
The next lesson came as I
incorrectly toasted with my glass
of VVeiBbier. 1 hadn't known there
were different toasting practices
for the type of beer and the type
of glass it comes in. A mug. which
would IK- filled with a lager-style
beer, requires a toast with the rims
of the glasses touching.
A white beer, which is an ale,
is served in a glass that is slender
and tapers at the top and requires
a touch at the bottom of the glass.
That is what I did not do. but now
I know. My Weifsbicr knowledge
was also increased with a pouring
demonstration.
I hadn't known that I would get so
much out of a day with fencers.

My weekend also included a
holiday that I slept through, an
afternoon at tile pool and fencing
strategizing. 1 managed to fit in
some homework as well, because
exams begin this Monday. It's hard
going to class and taking finals
at the same time (this system is
absolutely blod (foolish), as we
would say here), so I have big
plans to start preparing earlier this
time around.
And speaking of exams, that
means my return is ever-so-quickly approaching in two weeks. But
I don't like thinking about that
because it will be here sooner
than I'd like.
Respond to Alison at
thenews@bgnews.com

Twitter often outlet for the mundane
By Joshua
UWire

LM

Like you, I'm pretty hip to what's
happening in the world.
I surf the Web, watch television and recently sold my
soul to Steve lobs and bought
an iPod. My Facebook page is
a thriving center of ideas and
progress (1 recently took a quiz
on there and found out that if I
was a drink, I would be a martini). However, despite being
relatively connected to the latest
trends, I just do not understand

the appeal of Twitter.
lwitter.com, the darling of
media personalities, Hollywood
actors, sports stars and thousands of others, sprang from
nowhere and went on to dominate the Internet and popular
culture like a virus.
According to a March Nielsen,
com blog, Tvvitter.com grew by
1382 percent in the month of
February 2009 alone.

k

ONLINE: log onto wwwbgviews
com lo read the test of (his column

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mailusatthenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
ELLA FOWLER, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews com.

Media
giants spoil
Youtube

disagree. Nevertheless, undue
dedication can sometimes lead
to poor outcomes. There is a
clue might be the
time to build up. to tear down, to
rend, to sew — and sometimes
tendency of some
to keep one's mouth shut.
The Law of Unintended
people to become so Consequences
sometimes
conies into play. Finkbeiner's
involved with their
personal involvement in breaking up a fight garnered headjobs, so focused on
lines around the world. My son
in Ann Arbor saw it mentioned
their activities, that on Internet news. Any possible
good that would have accrued
they lose the ability from Carty-as-peacemaker was
more than offset by bad publicto step back and gain ity on a worldwide scale.
There are several lessons here
some perspective by for those who understand. First,
no one should regard him or
looking at the overall herself as so important as to take
a personal stand on every issue
picture of who
that he or she might be tangentially affected by. Second, no one
is as good as he or she should be,
they are..."
or as bad as he or she could be.
this discussion. The word is Third, in the long run, none of
"equanimity." It's derived from us is so important that our faults
two Latin words that literally and failures will be hidden by
translate into the phrase "equal our good deeds
A line from the movie "The
spirits."
A good synonym for equa- Sting" comes to mind. Robert
nimity might be "balance." A Redford and Paul Newman
person who possesses this char- are in a train station evaluatacteristic is able to integrate the ing their prey, a gangster, from
various portion of his or her life' afar. Redford sizes the villain up
into a meaningful whole. The and dismissively tells Newman,
needs of the body, mind, spirit, "He's not so tough." Newman's
and emotions are met in the immediate response, one that's
appropriate way. There's time pertinent here: "Neither are we.
for sleep, exercise, shidy, kicking kid." No one is so tough, good,
important, essential, or smart as
back with friends, and solitude.
When we are reasonably suc- to justify bad conduct.
Finkbeiner means well, no
cessful in achieving this balance, we are said to be inte- doubt. But the road to hell is
grated. If we consistently fail, paved with good intentions.
there is a danger that we could Toledo's had enough hell.
disintegrate.
There's no suggestion that
Respond to Phil at
Finkbeiner is unbalanced in
tlienews&bgnews.com.
the clinical sense of the word,
although his detractors might

"But perhaps a

ail of you with an
of fencing skills..."

AJRINALDI. Grad
Student, Career and
Technology Education

EMILY CAIN. Senior.
5D Studios

Toledo mayor too involved,
good intentions become soiled

" I cannot impress

brought Germany and Italy.

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

ALIXZUBERBUHLER.
Senior. Apparel
Merchandising

JULIA GRUSS, Senior.
Human Development and
Family Studies

fencing. I don't even know if
the Americans or French say
that when fencing, but that
doesn't affect my newfound
hue for the sport.
This past weekend I participated in my first non-class tournament a hobby-level venture
called Sal/burger MtiskeStier, a
wonderful play on a musketeer
turned steer.
1 Jntominately. I cannot impress
all of you with an outstanding display of fencing skills; the most I
can do is say that I did not fail miserably when pitted against fencers
who all had much mine training
and skill than me.
I don't count a 0-13 record as
a failure. You may laugh or think
that I am a bit silly, but I did
not lose because I did not try. I
improved as I went, and the final
match I fought was definitely my
best. I also learned some things
about my fencing style and
where I frequently leave myself
open for attack.
My friend Laura, who is in
my fencing class, competed in
the tournament with me and
also went 0-13. Even though we
were the least experienced of the
group (participants were supposed to have taken the beginners test, which we haven't donel,
we were congratulated for our
braveness and willingness to participate, along with widening the
intemationality of the contest,
as I brought the USA and Uiura

VISIT US AT
BGviEWS.COM

Have your own take on

be naked."

beauty of it all."

SALZBURG, Austria—En garde!
To my disappointment, the
Austrians don't say thai when

fc

Carry Finkbeiner never met
Nicolas Chauvin. For one
thing, there's some doubt as to
whether Chauvin, a French soldier supposedly born In 1780,
even existed. Nevertheless,
Chauvin's name has long been
associated with excessive fervor, especially of a nationalistic,
ideological or political sort.
Mr. Finkbeiner is the current
mayor of Toledo. To some, he
represents the essence of civic
pride and dedication. To others,
he is a public embarrassment.
The record of his faux past is
filled with outbursts, intemperate actions and, in general, has
created unwanted anention to a
city already down on its luck.
What would cause an otherwise seasoned politician to
resort to such politically incorrect remarks as advocating
the sale of homes near Toledo
Express Airport to the deaf?
Why would a politician who has
helped Toledo experience its
large recent downtown building growth become personally
involved with breaking up a
fight in a city park?
There are no easy answers.
But perhaps a clue might be
the tendency of some peopleto become so involved with
their jobs, so focused on their
activities, that they lose the
ability to step back and gain
some perspective by looking
at the overall picture of who
they are, what they do and how
their activities fit into the grand
scheme of things.
The English language has a
word that's seldom used today,
but might be of some value in

Universal health care victim of misconceptions
By Qasim HusMini
Dally Evergreen

The United States is the only
Western industrialized nation
that does not guarantee access
to long-term health care as a
right of citizenship.
It is a system largely believed
to provide the best quality of
health care, spending S2.5
trillion each year, roughly a
fifth of the economy, while
leaving 45 million Americans
uninsured in the process.
President Barack Obama's
recently introduced bill provides a blueprint of what
health care reform should
look like.
This ambitious initiative
would try to fix the system's
shortcomings in cost, access
and quality all at once. The
hope is that coverage would
be extended to the uninsured,
while lowering the costs and

improving the quality of care.
The new plan would be
extended to about 95 percent
of Americans, requiring all to
have insurance with exceptions only in hardship cases
of poverty. It would require
employers to provide health
care coverage or pay an equivalent fee of 8 percent of their
employees' payroll. Moreover,
it would end insurance company practices that deny coverage and charge a higher premium to sick people.
Furthermore, in a landmark
agreement reached Saturday,
pharmaceutical companies
offered to spend $80 billion over the next ten years
in Medicare discounts. This
discount would help reduce,
if not completely cover, the
deficiencies in Medicare's
prescription drug program.
This would essentially help
the elderly in your family who

are on medication save up to
$4,350 every year.
The bill received its fair
share of opposition, namely
from the American Hospital
Association and the Chamber
of Commerce. The AHA is
opposing the idea of expanding coverage by cutting payments to hospitals, as well
as limiting the amount that
doctors could charge their
patients.
The biggest concern by far is
the plan's proposed cost. The
Senate Finance Committee
put the initial price tag at a
hefty $1.6 trillion over a course
of 10 years. Approximately
$600 billion could come from
a tax increase while a government down payment of $634
billion would cover the rest.

k

ONLINE: Log onto wwwbgvtews
com lo read the rest of this column

BylanMcPhail
U Wire

Recently you may have
noticed that some of your
favorite YouTubc videos have
gone silent, stripped of their
audio tracks due to copyright
violation. This is part of an
ongoing and sad trend. Since
YouTube was purchased for
$1.65 billion in late 2006, the
Web site has had a steady
decline in the quality of its
content.
The enforcement of copyright infringement on the
site does not just hurt the
entertainment value of one
of the Internet's most popular
sites; ironically, it also denies
music, television and movie
companies free advertisement of their products.
YouTube has the potential
to increase the sales of entertainment products, which
would be realized if copyright
laws were enforced by entertainment companies in a reasonable fashion. The lack of
quality videos on YouTube is
why online video competitors
with real entertainment to
offer will eventually destroy
the YouTube world as we
know it.
NBC, Fox and many other
television networks havealready realized that free
online media is a profitable
way to sell entertainment.
Using Web sites such as Hulu.
com, networks have profited
by offering full episodes of
their shows online for a limited time.
Disney places so much confidence in the success of Hulu
that it recently bought a 30
percent stake in the Web site.
Soon, several Disney original
programs like Grey's Anatomy
and Desperate Housewives
will become available in their
entirety through Hulu.
In addition to the revenue
created by brief commercials, networks arc advertising profitable DVD seasons of
their shows. If the programs
are successful enough, people
will still purchase box sets in
order to watch the shows in
their entirety.
If someone enjoys a program enough, they will be
more than willing to pay even
for the convenience of enjoying it on an actual television,
with neither commercials nor
censors to detract from the
entertainment.
Music and film companies should learn their lesson
about the American consumer through Hulu's success.
Through YouTube and similar Web sites, music singles
could be broadcast cheaply
and efficiently.

*

ONLINE: Log onto wwwbgviews
com to read the rest of this column.
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BLCGGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor
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Podcasts, audio
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.
,

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS asm
attachment to thenewj@bgnews.
com with the sublet line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or 'Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her cfcaetion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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WHAT TO DO
IN TOWN
Lunch in the
City Park

Volunteers maintain sand dunes

Friday the Parks and
Recreation Department .
will host lunch in the
City Park. Food will be
provided by Silver Dollar
Steakhouse, and Tapestry
will be performing on harp
and guitar. The music
will start and food will be
available for purchase at
11:50 a.m. The music will
continue until 1 p.m.

Howard's Club H
Friday at Howard's Club H,
watch the band Traveling
By Sea w/ Lightning Love
perform as well as The
Okay Lindon, and Fairly
Handsome Band. Call
419-352-5195 for more
information.

Home to many exotic plants, grasses and sedges, the largest sand dunes in
Ohio belong to Oak Openings Metropark in Toledo.
Prom the sand base landscape, temperatures can reach up to a blistering 180
degrees Fahrenheit, making the habitat home to few, but very rare and exotic plant life.
The dunes, which were created from a lake receding alter the last Ice Age, are home to
several diverse plants including the prickley pear cactus, western sunflowers and various prairie grasses.
Not only are they historical, but the dunes are Ohio's only home to the plants simple gratefurna and *
sand serviceberry. The two are also scarce throughout the world as fewer I han live of each plant exists.
With Oak Trees surrounding the area, not only do the t tees provide biodiversity, but the bark is used to set
fires to the area which regenerate (or refuel) plants.
But humans play the most important part in maintaining the existence of these plants, Naturalist Education
and Researcher for the Metroparks Bob lacksy said.
Without the help of volunteers, lacksy said the sand dunes and the various life forms living within thearea would
not exist.
t
"Humans in this habitat are a keystone species, This is an ecosystem that depends on human beings," he said. "We
have a responsibility as an animal to take care of this landscape."
Not only are the dunes excellent for observing the rare plant life, hut the area is also good for recreational bird gazers, lacksy said.
• ■ .,,
From a park naturalist like lacksy to a truck driver like Curtis I'lilcini. anyone can enjoy what the dunes offer.
Pulcini said the park is a huge asset to northwest ()hio. as the home to such exotic birds he can observe on the
weekends.
"There are several species that only nest around here.' he said,
H
Bordering the dunes is the bike trail and for those who don't frequently visit the area, it can be a nice visual to
glide by on a sunny afternoon.
"It's unique. It's nice to see and look at," biker Alan Minnich said.
*
While the area is unique, the dunes are changing everday.
Because the dunes were formed from glaciers, they arc constantly moving eastbound. lacksy said. In thy
last 50 years, the dunes have moved 150 feet east.
'
■.
But the area will continue to be one ofthe more unique features of the Toledo Metroparks.
. .
Like Pulcini and Minnich, anyone can find some joy in the dunes one way or another, lacksy said..
rV*4 %' >.v .
lacksy, who is one of the leaders preserving the area, tries to have as many people share the same
experience he has almost every day in the park.
"When my friends come from out of town. I will always take them there," he said. "If you want . '
'V
to go to one place and see a lot of cool life and unusual places, the sand dunes (is where) you *J[

TOLEDO
Headliners
Watch the band
Combichrist at Headliners
in Toledo on Thursday
with Julien K. Tickets are
$16 in advance and $19
at the door. For more
information call

•*vr.-

419-693-5500.

•--'•• V

**•■% v

Frankies
Inner-City

would want to go."
■

Friday watch the band Big
Livy w/ The Unkown. The

■ v

'

*

band Light Weight Slams
will also be performing.
Doors open at 9 p.m. and

' -1

The Proposal'
lacks originality

tickets are $5 for people
21 and over and $7 for
people 18-20. For more
information call
419-695-5500.
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PSYCHEDELIC ARTWORK: Local Zine The Jrst allows locals and people from around ihe world lo contribute poetry, fiction and artwork. The next issue will be out next month and will be
available at local businesses for free

Cleveland
Friday watch Robert
Randolph and the Family

Local art Zine targets collaboration and free expression

Band w/ Winslow at the
Cleveland House of Blues.
Tickets are $22-$55. For

By
Lud.i Polyakova
By Lud.i
Poly.ikov,»
Reporte*

more information call 216523-2583.

THEY SAID IT

"Who the hell wants to
hear actors talk?".
-H.M.Warner,
Warner Brothers,
1927

A local student is doing his part
to bring philosophy, culture and
art to the masses.
University sophomore Mason
Balistreri is editor of The list, a
local publication that features
original works. Balistreri started
The list as a Web site in |une2007
with the goal of local collaboration and expression in mind.
"I wanted to have a group of
artists and a group of people
just coming together," Balistreri
said.
Since then, the publication
has undergone many changes
to reach its current state: a local
zine published quarterly and
distributed for free in Bowling
Green and over the Web,
The list began asa basic kind of
blog, but according to Balistreri.
it was initially hard to get people
to contribute.

"I decided (The )ist| had to be

more tactile, and I wanted to be
able to
In hand
hnnd it
it to
tn nponlp
able
people, whirh
which
is how I got the idea to make it
into a zine," he said. A zine is a
small circulation, independent
publication of original content.
Fach quarterly issue of The
list focuses on a central theme
or topic.
This year's themes have
included "fight failure indulgence," which focused on the
initial run, fight and restructuring of The list, and "the beast
stares back," which centered on
the general theme of conflict.
"The next issue I'm working on doesn't have a title yet,"
Balistreri said. "But it will have a
lot of psychedelic artwork."
As editor of The list, Balistreri
has emphasized collaboration
from the very beginning.
"The list is all about collaboration and sharing what is going
on in your mind with others—
that's what it's for," he said.
People contribute writing,
whether poetry, fiction or nonfiction essays, as well asartwork.

zinc,
Although ihe
The list is a local zine,
Ralislrpri has
hnsrmdmaiivrmiirihBalistreri
had many contributors from around the country
and across the globe.
"They saw the Web site and
sent me emails, and we got to
know each other, "Balistreri said.
"It's a lot of people from all over
just trying to get their work out,
and having it both on the Web
and in print definitely helps."
lunior Andrew Spiess, a creative writing major, is one of I he
list's major contributors.
"It's a good feeling to see your
work get printed on paper or
even on a Web site," he said.
Spiess has contributed poetry and essays to the zine, and
plans on adding fiction in the
near future. To him, ihe list is
an opportunity to both express
himself and get work published.
"This is both for fun and it's
something I take seriously,"
he said.
In addition to the writing and
artwork, The list hosts a unique
product line.
"A part of the list is selling

artist's items and I think
think it's
imnnrrnnl
In have
tlAVA a on*
important to
product
line," Balistreri said.
I le designed a scries of t-shirts
with the help of local business
Shirts Signs and Designs and
sold them at CBCB's. All of the
shirts sold out, and there is a
new series in the making.
There is always room for more
contributors to The list.
"I want people to know that
if they have an idea or something they've been thinking
about or want to show people,
they should come talk to me,"
Balistreri said.
"We want anyone who has
some sort of expressive or creative work to he incorporated,"
Spiess added.
The next issue of The list
will be circulating in about a
month, and can be picked up
at local businesses like Grounds
For Thought, Shirt Signs and
Designs and CBCB's in downtown Bowling Green. The zine
is also available online at http://
thejist.org/zine.

What
Bradford
Millar
thinks:
Before I go off on a tangent
about the faults of the film, let's
get a few things straight. The two
stars in the movie, Ryan Reynolds
and Sandra Bullock, are class "A"
actors. I'm a huge fan of Reynolds
and I think the man is absolutely hilarious. Bullock is a known
1 lollywood powerhouse and has
proven again and again that she's
capable of flexing those acting
muscles. Betty White even has a
role, for crying out loud! But why
put these talented people in a
movie that's complete garbage?
Ok, I'll admit, I'm a sucker for a
feel-good movie. There's nothing
quite like walking out of the theater and feeling a euphoric rush
that allows you to feel at peace
with the world. But let's face it, that
sensation lasts about as long as the
ride back home, and the movie's
plot escapes you before you even
make it to your car in the first
place. "The Proposal" is a prime
example of this debauchery. And
although Reynolds and Bullock do
share some great chemistry, their
characters are far too static and
barely progress at all as people.
Bottom line, this movie may
have been slightly fun, but the
pure lack of originality and creativity left me reaching for much,
much more.

■
■
■
■

Grade: D+
Director: Anne Fletcher
Runtime: 108 min.
Cast: Ryan Reynolds, Sandra
Bullock, Betty White
■ Release: June 19, 2009
■ Rating: PG-13 for sexual
content and nudity
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SIDELINES

Spencer Receives Royal Treatment
University junior gets drafted in the 45th round of First-Year Major League Baseball Draft by Kansas City Royals
Tyler Swordvn
Sports Editor

PRO WRESTLING
WWE Postponement
A nationally televised World
Wrestling Entertainment event
scheduled Aug. 30 at Anderson
Arena has been postponed for
a later date. No future date has
beer^ announced.

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
Miller Honored
Heac coach Curt Miller has
Deen named to the Women's
Basketball Coaches Association
Board of Directors. Miller will
help promote and develop
basketball for both girls and
women with other college
coaches nationwide.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
! Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for
j news and updates on your
favorite Falcon teams. We will
continue to produce updates
on Falcons sports as well as
other teams around the MAC
throughout the summer.
www.bgnewssports.com

BENLOHMAN

OUR CALL

MBGNEWS

CROWING ACHIEVEMENT: Deiek Spencei has completed his college baseball experience
and will begin his piofessional career with the Kansas Gly Royals ol Major League Baseball Even
though he loves the University's baseball program, he said this chance was too great lo pass up.

lust finishing his junior year playing baseball for the University,
Derek Spencer was getting hints
from a major league team that
they might be interested in
drafting him.
But the fantasy of playing professional baseball became a reality for the third baseman when
he received the call of his life.
On June 11, Derek Spencer's
cell phone ratig at 2:01p.m.: it
was the Kansas City Royals calling, notifying him that he would
be drafted on day two of Major
League Baseball's First-Year
Player Draft.
"It was a surreal feeling."
Spencer said. "I had been looking forward to this moment for a
longtime."
Spencer and the Royals have
until Aug. 17 to finalizea contract.
If Spencer is not signed within
the time-share, or turns down
their offer, lie can return for his
senior season and be eligible for
a future draft.
Spencer, who was drafted
in the 45th round (1352 overall
selection), said the Royals had
been in talks with him for a
month before drafting him. but
there was never a projection of
where he would be picked.
"I really never gave it much
thought because I wanted to stay
focused on my game while playing summer ball."
The 21-year-old is fine-tuning his skills for the Outer Banks
Daredevils (North Carolina), a
team that is a part of the Coastal
Plain league, and gives college
baseball players a chance to play
in a summer league. The Royals
have been and will continue to
follow his progress.
"The CPI. is probably about
the third or fourth best summer

n

Derek
Spencer
Junior Third
Baseman

"It was a surreal

feeling. I had been
looking forward to
this moment for a
long time."
Derek Spencer | Junior
league in the country for college
players." Spencer said. "Most
guys play summer ball if they
have aspirations to better their
game in the offseason and to
work toward playing pro ball."
Spencer
heard
of
the
Daredevils by word of mouth
as other University; players have
participated in the league in
years past.
Teams from Virginia, North
Carolina and South Carolina
make up the CPI..
"1 love it down here, the guys
are great, the coaches are great,
the weather is great and there is a
lot of stuff to do." Spencer said.
Spencer made his choice three
years ago to attend the University
over the University of Akron due
to a more convincing offer from
coach Danny Schmitz.
"The program was down a bit
but I bad faith in Couch Schmitz
to turn things around," he said.
The choice has paid off as the
Falcons won their second straight
Mid-American Conference regular season and East Division titles
this past spring.
"I'm happy Derek got drafted,
it's always great to see our kids

DEREK SPENCER
Player Profile
■ Hometown: Oregon, OH
(Clay High School)
■ Major: Business
■ Bats and throws righthanded
■ Originally a shortstop,
changed positions to third
base during his college
career
■ Ranks in the University
baseball history: third in
batting average (579). tied
seventh in RBIs (137), tied
eighth in home runs (29)
■ Second Team All-MAC
selection in 2009 and First ■
Team All- MAC selection in
2008. both at third base
■ 2009 season: .385 batting
average with 15 home runs.
59 RBIs. 50 runs scored and
a .688 slugging percentage
■ .423 average in league play
gets that type of opportunity,"
Schmitz said.
Even though Schmitz would
welcome back one of the better
hitters on the team, he realizes
the opportunity Spencer was
given was truly a great one.
"If Kansas City gives him the
type of investment he is looking
for, that would increase his long
term chances of playing, then
take it. If not, he should come
backand finish his schooling and
perhaps better his chances for
next year's draft with a productive senior year," Schmitz said.
From hitting the weight
room to putting in extra hours
in fielding and batting practice,
Spencer said his three years at
the University have helped him
get where he is today.
"Just knowing the system and
expectations has made things
more comfortable for me to gain
confidence in myself."

Today in
Sports History
1995—Sweeping the Detroit
Red Wings, the New Jersey
Devils win their first Stanley
Cup Championship.
1992—Major league pitcher

Gloves off: Glover captures
open victory in New York

Steve Howe becomes the second player in baseball history

Tim Reynolds

to receive a lifetime ban from

The Associated Press

BG SPORTS

the game for substance and
• drug abuse.
1989—Cleveland Indians
slugger Joe Carter hits three
home runs in one game.

The List
. 2009 U.S. Open Champion
Lucas Glover overcame odds
and won golfs most prestigious
major as a virtual unknown.
Here are some other underdogs
who rose to the top while frying
mostly under the radar in the
last 12 months.

1. Tampa Bay Rays:
The perennial bottom

dwell-

ers of baseball won 97 games
and appeared in their first
J World Series.

2. Buffalo Bulk: BGs
sport rival had their best football season winning the MAC
title with a 8-6 overall record.

3. Arizona Cardinals:
The Cards appeared in their

FARMJNGDALE, N.Y. - A voracious reader, Lucas Clover look
a moment to scan the names
etched on the walls of the U.S.
Open trophy,
lalk about a great ending.
From llagen to Sarazen, Jones
to llogan, Palmer to Trevino
and Nicklaus to Woods, Clover
couldn't put the glistening silver chalice down. The last name
on the list, improbable as this
seemed a week ago. is now his, a
permanent tribute for enduring a
grueling week ai Bethpage Black
better than anyone else.
Clover won the 109th U.S.
t )pon on Monday afternoon, one
perfectly timed birdie at the par4 16th helping seal his two-stroke
victory over Phil Mickelson,
David Duval and Ricky Barnes.
Clover finished at 4-undcr 27(i
for the long, damp, oft-delayed
week, getting just the second win
of his career.
I le was on the right side of the
draw, weather-wise, for the first
two rounds. openingwithaBSand
then sluiciiiug a second-round 64
in rare scoring conditions for a
U.S. Open. Clover didn't break par
the resi of the way, shooting 70 in
the third round and then closing

; first Super Bowl and were min-

with a 73 on Monday.

5 Utes away from winning before

"I held it together and that's
important," Clover said. "The
patience thing, I've been preaching all week to myself and you
guys and everybody else here
that asked me what I'm feeling,
il paid off."
So many storylines unfolded
during the final round of the
Open. There was Duval, who
started the day ranked No. 882
in the world, looking for his
first win in eight years. There
was Barnes, who'll go down in
history as the fourth player to
reach double-digits below par in
the U.S. Open, wasting a huge
lead with a bogey barrage that
doomed his chances.
And then there was Mickelson,
looking for something that would

I a late 4th guarter comeback
" from the eventual

champion

. Pittsburgh Steelers.

4. Anaheim Ducks:
The #8 seed of the Western
Conference defeated their
Pacific Division rival San Jose
Sharks in six games

5. Orlando Magic:
. Thought to be out matched.
i the Magic stunned the top
I seeded Cleveland Cavaliers in
; the Eastern Conference Finals
• in six games.

Ryan
Shay
Senior.
Shortstop

Baseball
players earn academic
honors
University baseball players T.J.
Blanton and Logan Meisler have been

Leading hitter,

pitcher named to allregion second team
University baseball players Ryan

named to the Academic All-Mid-

Shay and Brennan Smith have

Ameiican Conference Baseball Team

been named to the 2009 American
Baseball Coaches Association/

This is the first time since 2005 a
CHARLES KRUPA

APPHl -

TAKING THE CUP: Lucas Glovei holds up the championship trophy alter winning the US.
Open Golf Championship at Bethpage State Park's Black Course in Faiminqdale. N.Y. Monday.
June 22.2009

have been pure I lollywood.
I le wasn't even a lock to play at
Bethpage Black. Amy Mickelson,
his wife, will begin breast cancer treatment next month. Phil
Mickelson won't play any golf
for a while, so his wife sent him
to this tournament asking for a
truly one-of-a-kind vase for her
upcoming hospital stay: a big trophy with curved handles and a
little statuette on top.
lefty almost pulled it off, too.
He tied Clover for the lead after
an eagle at the par-5 13th, but two
bogeys coming in left Mickelson
tied for second at the U.S. Open
for a record fifth time.
T think maybe it's more in perspective for me, because I feel different this time," Mickelson said.
"1 don't know where to go with
this, because I want to win this
tournament badly."
Duval was the Comeback
Kid this week, surviving spats
of big trouble in nearly every
round, especially Monday when
a triple-bogey and a mudball on-

FINAL STANDINGS
Final Scores of the 109th United
States Open Championship

University player was selected to
the team.
In order to be selected to the team,

1. Lucas Glover: -4
T-2 Ricky Barnes: -2
T-2 David Duval: -2
T-2. Phil Mickelson: -2
T-6: Tiger Woods: E

ries in the 2009 season including on-

grade point average of at least a 3.20

base percentage (480). runs scored

while participating in half of the team's

(70) and total bases (144)

games.
Appearing in all SO games primarily
a 5 53 GPA taking the majority of his

, He hit .382 with 15 home runs and
52 RBIs in 2009, al I of which ranked
second among Falcon players
The senior from Garden City. Midi

classes in the health science depart-

was a first team All-Mid-American

ment

Conference selection the last two

Even though he mostly hit at the
bottom of me lineup, me junior still
ranked third in runs scored (44) and

the front side sent him spiraling
downward.
Clover only made one big putt,
and that was enough.
Glover hit two perfect shots into
No. 16 on Monday, then made the
birdie that came almost at the
same instant Duval made bogey
at the par-3 17th, the two-shot
swing that proved to be the difference.
An hour later, the trophy
was his.
T hope I don't downgrade it or
anything with my nameon there,"
Glover quipped. "It's an honor,
and I'm just excited and happy as
I can be to be on here.

As the Falcon's starting shortstop.
Shay led the Fakons in several catego-

a student-athlete needed to have a

starting in center field. Blanton earned

■
■
■
■
■

Rawlings NCAA Mideast Region
Second Team

extra-base hits (23).
Throughout the year, Blanton hit
541 with eight bom* runs and 29 RBIs.
The Sandusky. Ohio native had previously been selected to the second
team all-district selection.
Meisler, who also appeared in every
game this season, posted a 3.26 GPA
in his marketing major

years. He was named to the Mideast
Region First Team last year
Shay is the third player in school
history to earn region honors twice in
his career (Kelly Hunt in 2002-2005
and Nolan Remold in 2004-2005
were fist-team selections both
seasons).
Emerging as the team's ace. Smith
(8-4,441 ERA) struck out 80 batters
in 81.2 innings pitched while limiting
the opposition to a 240 batting average against

On top of earning this honor,
Meisler, a Port Clinton resident, also
was named to the All-MAC first team
as a second baseman.
The junior hit 561 four home runs
and 45 RBIs.

On'top of being named to the
team. Smith was also the MAC Pitcher
of the Year in 2009
Only a sophomore, the Falcons will
rely on Smith (Sandusky, Ohio to at
least repeat his pitching performance
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CHANGE

"The bottom line

From Page 1

is that we have to

mem and enrollment of students,
retaining students, and communicate with faculty and staff, and
students," she said,
Also, included in the changes
are Rebecca Ferguson, who will
be the chief human resources officer and will report to Cartwright.
Ferguson's responsibilities will
include helping on policy statements and helping to manage the
budget. Ferguson will also help
in supporting faculty and staff
performance and development
as part of the strategic plan at the
University,
"It's part of my responsibility in
my new role that we are finding
ways to operationalize the strategic plan," she said.
These changes will help save
a significant amount of money,
according to Cartwright.
"It's about a half a million dollars Isavingsl when you think
about salaries and benefits and
office support and support staff,"
she said.
Despite the financial advantages Cartwright said there are

serve the mission

ABROAD
From Page 3
say they can't afford it to start
planning early," Saviers said.
"You may just find out that you
can afford it."
Some programs allow a student to pay BGSU tuition while
being abroad. According to
Saviers, education abroad experiences are an investment in a
student's education.
"The pay back is hard to measure," she added. "But students
who study abroad can be better
prepared for life in general if
they've had that experience."
It is never too early to start

The Daily Crossword Fix
\

'
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■

Carol Cartwright | President
11

some disadvantages with the
senior staff reorganization.
People taking on additional
roles will be able to do so without distracting what they do,
she said.
The moves will also bring
economic benefits, and benefits
promoting both the University
and the mission of the University,
she said.
"The bottom lineisthat we have
to serve the mission of the institution and serve it well," she said.
Cartwright doesn't believe
the changes will have a direct
impact on studentsattending the
University because the changes
are to positions where students
have no interaction with those
leaving.
"These areas are just one step
removed from direct connection
with students," she said.
thinking about an education
abroad program.
Saviers recommends students
start planning one year to 18
months in advance. According
to Saviers, starting early can
help students get into the program they want and figure out
important details.
This summer is a great time
to start thinking about education abroad opportunities.
Freshmen are encouraged to
think about studying abroad,
and the Center for International
Programs will be at Orientation
and Registration with information tables about the education
abroad opportunities offered by
the University.
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Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The BG News will not knowingly accept
advertisements (hat discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any
individual or group on the basis of race,
se*. color, creed, religion, national origin,
sexual orientation, disability. NttM ■ I
veteran, or on the basis olany other legally
protected status
The BG News reserves the right to decline,
discontinue or revise any advertisement
such as those found lo be defamatory,
lacking in factual basis, misleading or false
in nature. All advertisements are sub|eci
to editing and approval.

Help Wanted

BARTENDING! up to S3007day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Looking 4 dedicated, morning/happy
& detail oriented college student to
help beautify area homes.
Reliable transportation necessary.
Call MightyMouseMaids at
419-308-1595

SUMMIT
Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd (open weekends) • 419-352-9135
www.winthropterrace.com • winthrop@gerdenich.com

— LET US —

PAY THE BILLS!
FREE Gas (Heat/Hot Water & Cooking)
Save $95 per month
FREE Water/Sewer
Save $45 per/month
FREE High Speed Internet
Save $55 per/month
FREE Basic Cable
Save $25 per/month
FREE Trash Pick-up
Save $10 per/month
FREE DVD Library
Save $15 per/month
FREE Private Shuttle to Campus
Save $30 per/month

Savings per/month
All this, plus: newly remodeled kitchens with
new microwaves and new dishwashers, 2 swimming pools,
referral bonuses, 24 hour maintenance and onsite
laundry facilities. Free candy in office!

Call & Save Today!
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ACROSS
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1 Words spoken with glass raised
7 Bellicose declaration
13 Disciplines
16 Snookums
17 On some roads, it might be several miles after the last one
18 Run out, as a subscription
19 Pitching stat
20 Like interest on some bonds
22 HMO workers
24 Beef sources
25 They're just looking
28 Made sexual advances (to)
30 Tic-tac-toe loser
32 Colorful card game
33 Building toy with an apostrophe
in its name
34 Campus hangout
35 Peaceful period
36 She may oversee an estate
40 Delivery person?
43 Gumbo pod

■

10

44
47
48
49
51
53
55
57
60
61
63

65
66
67
68

'.

Broken out in blemishes
Alcatraz, familiarly
Southern Mexican
49th-state police gp.
Proofer's mark
Gas company with a star
logo
7 Bordeaux brainstorm
8 Fajitas, for one
9 Overly sentimental
1
10 News article
11 Go public with
39 Central Chinese pro12 R&B artist Des
■
14 His Western White
vincial capital
House was dubbed La 40 Dallas NBAer
41 __ Miss
Casa Pacifica
42 Often tailless feline
15 Brood
45 "We're done here"
21 Deletes
46
Halloween jaunt
23 Portly pirate
49 Sticky
26 Genetic initials
27 Chicago team, briefly 50 High points
52 "The Audacity of
29 Product of a major
Hope" author
1999 merger
54 Apollo's creator
31 It fits in a lock
56 H.S. health course
34 In the capacity of
58 Much of the MTV
37
out a living
Generation
38 Guy with a helpful
59 1944 battle site
online list
61 Cheyenne hrs.
Jedi adversary
62 Comic Margaret
In the style of
64 "Babi
PBS benefactor
Shostakovich symSounds of hearty laughter
phony
Rattler's threat
_ to one's neck
Some House votes
ANSWERS
Halo 2 and Project Gotham
Racing, notably
Otto minus cinque
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3BR house, completely renovated,
great neighborhood. S134.900
Call 419-494-6934 tor an appt
or e-mail: bcheetwood@yahoo com
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 16 STRAIGHT YEARS

, PISRN€LLO'S|

SKABOUT
UR SPECIALSI
se our coupon menu at
pisanellos.com
^

38*5 203 N. Main ^SSS
352-5166 I
$6 50 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

• Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

kcttpbvg

For Rent
"1,24 3 BR apts/houses, 09-10 sy
Avail now! See Cartyrentals.com
Ettic 4 rooms low as $225/mo
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.

1 4 2 BR apts. close to campus.
ideal for grad students, avail, in May,
call Gary at 419-352-5414

WINTHROP
TERRACE

■
a

•Across Irom Kohl Hall, 2- 2BR apts.
avail now 4 Aug A/C, ott-st parking
S695/mo. call 614-668-1116.

110 N. MAIN ST • FORMERLY JUNCTION

I■

1

11

of the institution..."

brought to you by

1 4 2 BR apts now 4 August
www.fiterentals.com
or call 419-353-8208

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

1BR apt +efficiencies.
Close to campus. Avail in Aug
Call 419-708-9981

3BR. 2 bath - house w/ den. 5th St.
S695/mo. avail immediately

2BR house close to campus.
Irg backyard avail Aug + util

Avail now. newly remodeled apt w/
3 BR. each w/ priv bath & entrance
Close to campus + utilities
Call 419-708-9981

BG Apartments, com
419-352-8917
818 2nd St - 2BR apt,
841 3rd A - 3BR duplex.
453 S Prospect B - 1BR apt,
328 Conneaut - 3BR house
Large 1 Bdrm. Near Campus.
Avail Fall 2009, $475/mo. util. mcl.

Basement Apt. Near Campus
S350/mo. utilities included
Call 419-352-5882

www meccabg com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

Call 419-708-9981
3 BR's for rent within 3BR house.
A/C. 1 1/2 baths W/D. 3 blocks from
campus, $375/mo + util, contact Jim
330-225-6461, |dt.0915®veri;on_net

call 419-266-5538

Student Insurance
Phone:419-372-7495 • Fax:419-372-4812 • E-mail: studentins@bgsu.edu
Room 134 • Health Center Building • Bowling Green State University

All students registered for 8 or more hours on main campus are
required to have health insurance.
You can enroll in the BGSU-Offered Student Insurance plan via your
MyBGSU web portal, using the "Student Insurance Requirement"
link.
The waiver form is also located on your MyBGSU web portal.
You can complete the waiver form once you are registered for 8
or more credit hours. After logging into your MyBGSU select Student
Insurance Requirements on the left hand side. Also please print the
conformation page for your records.

Call 419-352-5882

HAMySlPM

7 DAYS A. WEEK

"SamB's
consistently
serves the best
food between
Perrysburgand
Columbus."
The Toledo Blade Food Critic

IHN®DEL«

The deadline to enroll in or waive out of the BGSU-Offered Student Insurance Plan
is September 4,2009 After this date, the charge to your Bursar bill
WILL NOT be reversible.
ALL BGSU Students can use the Student Health Service regardless of
their health insurance coverage.
Check us out at wwwbgsu edu/studentinsurance

www.sambs.com

HAPPY HOURS 911 ?1
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SIDELINES

Spencer Receives Royal Treatment
University junior gets drafted in the 45th round of First-Year Major League Baseball Draft by Kansas City Royals
Tyler Swordtn
Sports Editor

STUNG
WWE Postponement
: .Vorld
.; Entertainment event
scheduled Aug 50 at Anderson
Arena has been postponed for
: ite. No future date lias
been" announced.

WOMEN'S
BASKETB
Miller Honored
Head coach Curt Miller has
been named to the Women's
Basketball Coaches Association
Boatd of Directors. Miller will
help promote and develop
basketball fa botli girls and
women with other college
coaches nationwide

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
1

Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for
news and updates on your
favorite Falcon teams. We will
continue to produce updates
on Falcons sports as well as
other teams around the MAC
throughout the summer.
www.bgnewssports.com

OUR CALL

lust finishing his junior year playing baseball lor the University,
I link Spencer was getting hints
from a major league team that
they might be interested in
drafting him.
Bui the fantasy of playing professional baseball became a reality for the third baseman when
he received the call of his life.
On lime 11, Derek Spencer's
cell phone rang at 2:01p.m.: it
was the Kansas City Royals calling, notifying him that he would
be drafted on day two of Major
League Baseball's First-Year
Player Draft.
"It was a surreal feeling,"
Spencer said. "I had been looking forward to this moment for a
longtime."
Spencer and the Uoyals have
until Aug. 17 to finalize a contract.
II Spencer is not signed within
the time share, or turns down
their offer, he can return for his
senior season and be eligible for
a future draft.
Spencer, who was drafted
in the 45th round (1352 overall
selection), said the Uoyals had
been in talks with him for a
month before drafting him, but
there was never a projection of
where be would be picked.
i really never gave it much
thought because I wanted to stay
focused on my game while playing summer ball."
The 21-year-old is fine-timing his skills for the Outer Hanks
Daredevils (North Carolina), a
team that is a part of the Coastal
Plain league, and gives college
baseball players a chance to play
in a summer league. The Royals
BEN LOHMAN
have been and will continue to
CROWING ACHIEVEMENT:. terek Spencei has completed his college baseball experience
follow his progress
(lotessionalcarei witl the Ka B City Royalso( Major League Baseball. Even
"The CPI. is probably about
rersitys baseball piogiam. K
was too great to pass up
the third or fourth best summer

Derek
Spencer
Junior Third
ESasem in

"It was a surreal
feeling. I had been
looking forward to
this moment for a
longtime."
Derek Spencer | Junior
league in the country for college
players," Spencer said. "Must
guys play summer ball if they
have aspirations to better their
game in the offseason and to
work toward playing pro ball."
Spencer
heard
of the
Daredevils by word of mouth
as other University players have
participated in the league in
years |>ast.
Teams from Virginia, .North
Carolina and South Carolina
make up the CPL
"I love it down here, the guys
are great, the coaches are great,
the weather is great and there is a
lot of stuff to do." Spencer said.
Spencer made his choice three
years ago to attend the University
over the University of Akron due
to a more convincing otter from
coach Danny Schmitz.
"The program was down a bit
but I had faith in Coach Schmitz
to turn things around," he said.
The choice has paid off as the
falcons \v( in t heir second straight
Mid-American Conference regular season and last Division titles
this past spring.
"I'm happy Derek got drafted,
it's always great to see our kids

DEREK SPENCER
Player Profile
■ Hometown: Oregon. OH
(Clay High School)
■ Major: Business
■ Bats and throws righthanded
■ Originally a shortstop,
changed positions to third
base during his college
career
■ Ranks in the University
baseball history: third in
batting average (.579), tied
seventh in RBIs (157). tied
eighth in home runs (29)
■ Second Team All-MAC
selection in 2009 and First
Team All- MAC selection in
2008. both at third base
■ 2009 season: .585 batting
average with 15 home runs.
59 RBIs. 50 runs scored and
a .688 slugging percentage
■ .425 average in league play
gets that type of opportunity.''
Schmitz said.
Even though Schmitz would
welcome back one of the better
hitters on the team, he realizes
the opportunity Spencer was
given was truly a greal one.
"If Kansas City gives him the
type of investment he is looking
for, that would increase his long
term chances of playing, then
take it. II not. he should come
backand finish his schooling and
perhaps better his chances for
next \ear's draft with a productive senior year," Schmitz said.
Irani hitting the weight
room to putting in extra hours
in fielding and batting practice,
Spencer said his three years at
the University have helped him
get where he is today.
"lust knowing the system and
expectations has made things
more comfortable for me to gain
confidence in myself."

Today in
Sports History
1995—Sweeping the Detroit
Red Wings, the New Jersey
Devils win their first Stanley
Cup Championship.
1992—Major league pitcher

Gloves off: Glover captures
open victory in New

Steve Howe becomes the second player in baseball history
to receive a lifetime ban from

Tim Reynolds
jciated Press

BUBS

the game for substance and
drug abuse
1989—Cleveland Indians
slugger Joe Carter hits three
home runs m one game.

The List
. 2009 U.S. Open Champion
Lucas Glover overcame odds
and won golfs most prestigious
majorasa .I'tjal unknown.
Here are some other underdogs
who rose to tj e top while flying
mostly undf the 'adar in the
last 12 moni

1. Tampa Bay Rays:
The perennial Bottom dwellers of baseball won 97 games
and appeared ii i their first
! World Seno-.

2. Buffalo Bulls: BGs
sport rival had their best football seas'jr winning the MAC
title with a 8-6 overall recad.

3. Arizona Cardinals:
The Cards appeared in their
first Super Bowl and were minI utes away from winning before
~ a late 4th quarter comeback
from the eventual champion
Pittsburgh Steelers

4. Anaheim Ducks:
I The #8 seed of the Western
'. Conference defeated their
Pacific Division rival San Jose
Sharks in sin games.

5. Orlando Magic:
Thought to be out matched.
i. the Magic stunned the top
; seeded Cleveland Cavaliers m
• the Eastern Conference Finals
• in six games.

FARMINGDALE, N.Y. - A voracious reader. Lucas (ilo\cr took
,i moment to scan the names
etched on the walls ol the U.S.
Open trophy.
ralk about a great ending.
From llagen to Sara/en, [ones
to llogan, Palmer to I rev inn
and xicklaus to Woods, Glover
couldn't put the glistening silver chalice down. The last name
on tin' list, improbable as this
seemed a week ago, is now his. a
permanent tribute for enduring a
grueling week at liethpage Black
better than anyone else.
t.lover won the l()9lh U.S.
t (pen on Mondav afternoon, one
perfectly timed birdie at the par•I Kith helping seal his two-stroke
victor) over Phil Mickelson,
I lav id Duval and Kicky Barnes,
Glover finished ai I under J7i>
lui the long. damp, oft-delayed
week, gelling just the second win
HI his career,
lie was on the right side of the

draw, weather-wise, for the first
two rounds, openingwitha69and

BG SPORTS
TJ.

Blanton
Junior.
Outfielder

Logan
Meisler
Junior.
Second
Baseman

Baseball
players earn academic
honors
University baseball players TJ.
Blanton and Logan Meisler have been
named to the Academic All-MidAmerican Conference Baseball Team

CHARLES KRUPA

TAKING THE CUR Lidi Glover holds up the championship trophy alter winning the US
0[x«i Gulf Championship at Bethpage State Park's Black Course in f anrnngdale. N.Y. Monday.
June i2.2009.

have been pure I lolly wood.
I le wasn't even a lock to play at
Helhpage black. Amy Mickelson.
then shooting a second -round '»1
in rare scoring conditions for a
his wile, will begin breast canU.S. Open. Clover didn't break par cer treatment next month, I'hil
Mickelson won't play any golf
tin' rest of the way, shooting 70 in
tin a while, so his wife sent him
the third round and then dosing
with a 7.1 on Monday
to this tournament asking for a
I held it together and that's
truly one-of-a-kind vase lor her
important.'' (Hover said. "The
upcoming hospital stay: a big tropatience thing. I've been preach
phy with curved handles and a
ing all week In mysell and you
little statuette on top.
guvs and evervhoilv else here
Lefty almost pulled it oil. too.
thai asked me what I'm leeling. lie lied Clover for the lead after
it paid off."
an eagle al thepar-S 13th, but two
bogeys coming in left Mickelson
So man) storylines unfolded
lied lor second al the U.S. Open
iliuing the final round of the
Open, There was Duval, who for a record fifth time.
"I think maybe it's more in perStarted the day ranked No. 882
in the world, looking for his
spective for me, because I feel different this time," Mickelson said.
first win in eight years. There
was Barnes, who'll go down in "I don't know where to go with
this, because I want to win this
history as the fourth player to
reach double digits below par in
tournament badly."
the U.S. Open, wasting a huge
Duval was the Comeback
Kid this week, surviving spats
lead with a bogey barrage that
doomed his chances
of big trouble in nearly every
And then then' was Mickelson, round, especial!) Monday when
a triple bogey and a tuudball on
looking lor something that would

FINAL STANDINGS
Final Scores of the 109th United
States Open Championship
■ 1. Lucas Glover: -4
■ T-2. Ricky Barnes: -2
■ T-2. David Duval: -2
■ T-2. Phil Mickelson: -2
■ T-6: Tiger Woods: E
the front side sent him spiraling
downward.
Clover only made one big putt,
and that was enough.
Clover hit two perfect shots into
No. Hi on Monday, then made the
birdie that came almost at the
same instant Duval made bogey
at the par-3 17th, the two-shot
swing that proved to be the diflerence.
An hour later, the trophy
was his.
T hope I don't downgrade it or
anything with my name on there,"
(ilover quipped. "It's an honor,
and I'm just excited and happy as
I can be to be on here.

This is the first time since 2005 a
University player was selected to
the team
In order to be selected to the team.
a student-athlete needed to have a
grade point average ol at least a 5.20
white participating in hall of the team's
games.
Appearing in all 50 games primarily
starting in center held. Blanton earned
a 5.53 GPA taking the majority ol his
classes in the health science department.
Even though he mostly hit at the
bottom ol the lineup, the junior still
ranked third in runs scored (4-4) and
extra base hits (25).
Throughout the year, Blanton hit
541 with eight home runs and 29 RBIs.
The Sandusky. Ohio native had previously been selected to the second
team all-district selection.
Meisler, who also appeared in every
game this season, posted a 3.26 GPA
in his marketing major
On top of earning this honor.
Meisler, a Port Clinton resident, also
was named to the All-MAC (irst team
as a second baseman.
The junior hit .561 four home runs
and 45 RBIs

Brennan
Smith
Sophomore,
Pitcher

Ryan
Shay
Senior,

Shortstop

Leading hitter,
pitcher named to allregion second team
University baseball players Ryan
Shay and Brennan Smith have
been named to the 2009 American
Baseball Coaches Association/
Rawlings NCAA Mideast Region
Second Team
As the Falcon's starting shortstop.
Shay led the Falcons in several categories in the 2009 season including onbase percentage (.480), runs scored
(70) and total bases (144).
, He hit,587 with 15 home runs and
52 RBIs in 2009. al I ol which ranked
second among Falcon players
The senior from Garden City. Mich
was a (irst team All-Mid-Amencan
Conference selection the last two
years. He was named to the Mideast
Region First Team last year.
Shay is the third player in school
history to earn region honois twice in
his career (Kelly Hunt in 2002-2005
and Nolan Reimold in 2004-2005
were first-team selections both
seasons)
Emerging as the team's ace, Smith
(8-4.441'ERA) struck out 80 batters
m 81.2 innings pitched while limiting
the opposition to a .240 batting average against
On'top of being named to the
team. Smith was also the MAC Pitcher
of the Year in 2009
Only a sophomore, the Fakons will
rely on Smith (Sandusky, Ohio to at
least repeat his pitching performance
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CHANGE

"The bottom line

From Page 1

mem and enrollment of students,
retaining students, and communicate with faculty and staff, and
students," she said.
Also, included in the changes
are Rebecca Ferguson, who will
hethechief human resources officer and will report to Cartwright.
Ferguson's responsibilities will
include helping on policy statementsand helpingto manage the
budget. Ferguson will also help
in supporting faculty and staff
performance and development
as part of the strategic plan at the
University.
"It's part of my responsibility in
my new role that we are finding
ways to operationalize the strategic plan." she said.
These changes will help save
a significant amount of money,
according to Cartwright.
"It's about a half a million dollars [savings] when you think
about salaries and benefits and
office support and support staff,"
she said.
Despite the financial advantages Cartwright said there are

ABROAD
From Page 3

say they can't afford it to start
planning early," Saviers said.
"You may just find out that you
can afford it."
Some programs allow a student to pay BGSU tuition while
being abroad. According to
Saviers. education abroad experiences are an investment in a
student's education.
"The pay back is hard to measure," she added. "Hut students
who study abroad can be better
prepared for life in general if
they've had that experience."
It is never too early to start

The Daily Crossword Fix

is that we have to
serve the mission
of the institution..."
Carol Cartwright | President
some disadvantages with the
senior staff reorganization.
People taking on additional
roles will he able to do so with
out distracting what they do,
she said.
The moves will also bring
economic benefits, and benefits
promoting both the University
and the mission of the University,
she said.
"The bottom line is that we have
to serve the mission of the institution and serve it well," she said.
Cartwright doesn't believe
the changes will have a direct

impact on students attending the
University because the changes
are to positions where students
have no interaction with those
leaving.
"These areas are just one step
removed from direct connection
with students." she said.

thinking about an education
abroad program.
Saviers recom mends student s
start planning one year to 18
months in advance. According
to Saviers, starting early can
help students gel into the program they want and figure out
important details.
This summer is a great time
to start thinking about education abroad opportunities.
Freshmen are encouraged to
think about studying abroad,
and the Center for International
Programs will be at Orientation
and Registration with Information tables about the education
abroad opportunities offered by
the University.
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Help Wanted
'BARTENDING1 up to S300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 exl 174
Looking 4 dedicated, morning/nappy
& detail oriented college student to
help beautily area homes
Reliable transportation necessary
Ca" M'ghtyMouseMaids al
419-308-1595

SUMMIT
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Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd (open weekends) • 419-352-9135
www.winthropterrace.com • winthrop@gerdenich.com

— LET US —

PAY THE BILLS!
FREE Gas (Heat/Hot Water & Cooking)
Save $95 per month
FREE Water/Sewer
Save $45 per/month
FREE High Speed Internet
Save $55 per/month
FREE Basic Cable
Save $25 per/month
FREE Trash Pick-up
Save $10 per/month
FREE DVD Library
Save $15 per/month
FREE Private Shuttle to Campus
Save $30 per/month

Savings per/month
All this, plus: newly remodeled kitchens with
new microwaves and new dishwashers. 2 swimming pools,
referral bonuses, 24 hour maintenance and onsite
laundry facilities. Free candy in office!

Call & Save Today!
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3BR house, completely renovated,
great neighborhood. SI34 900
Call 419-494-6934 lor an appt
or e-mail bcheetwood@yahoo com
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For Rent
"1. 2 & 3 BR apis/houses. 09-10 sy
Avail now1 See Cartyrenlals.com
Ettic & rooms low as $225/mo.
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.

1 8 2 BR apts. close to campus.
ideal lor grad students, avail, in May.
call Gary al 419-352-5414

WINTHROP
TERRACE

1 Words spoKen witti quss raised
7 Bellicose declaration
13 Disciplines
16 Snookums
17 On some roads, it might be several miles after ihe last one
18 Run out, as a subscription
19 Pitching stat
20 Like interest on some bonds
22 HMO workers
24 Beef sources
25 They're just looking
28 Made sexual advances (to)
30 Tic-tac-toe loser
32 Colorful card game
33 Building toy with an apostropne
in its name
34 Campus hangout
35 Peaceful penbd
36 She may oversee an estate
40 Delivery person''
43 Gumbo pod

For Sale

'Across Irom Kohl Hall, 2- 2BR apis
avail now & Aug. A/C oft-sl parking
S695/mo. call 614-668-1116.

110 N. MAIN ST- FORMERLY JUNCTION

ACROSS

£Jrr,ken out in Blemishes
Alcatraz, familiarly
Southern Mexican
49th-state police gp.
Proofer's mark
Gas company with a star
logo
7 Bordeaux brainstorm
lor one
9 Overly sentimental
10 News article
11 Go public with
39 Central Chinese pro1? R&B artist Des'
1
vincial capita
J His Western White
House was dubbed La 40 Dallas NBAer
41
Miss
Casa Pacdica
42 Often tailless feline
15 Brood
45 "We're done here"
21 Deletes
46 Halloween jaunt
23 Portly pirate
49 Sticky
26 Genetic initials
27 Chicago team, briefly 50 High points
29 Product of a major
52 "The Audacity of
Hope" author
1999 merger
54 Apollo s creator
;ii it fits in a lock
56 H.S. health course
34 In the capacity of
58 Much o* the MTV
37
out a living
Generation
38 Guy with a helpful
59 1944 battle site
online list
61 Cheyenne hrs
Jedi adversary
62 Comic Margaret
In the style of
64 "Babi
PBS benefactor
Shostakovich symSounds of hearty laughter
phony
Rattler's threat
to one's neck
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Halo 2 and Project Gotham
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1 8 2 BR apis now 8 August
wwwlilerentals.com
or call 419-353-8208

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

1BR apt *efliciencies
Close to campus. Avail in Aug
Call 419-708-9981

3BR. 2 balh • house w.< den. 5th Si
S695/mo. avail immediately
call 419-266-5538

2BR house close 10 campus.
Irg backyard.avail Aug + ulil
Call 419-708-9981

Avail now. newly remodeled apl w'
3 BR. each w' pnv bath 8 entrance
Close to campus t ulilmes
Call 419-708-9981

BG Apartments com
419-352-8917
818 2nd SI - 2BR apl.
841 3rd A - 3BR duplex.
453 S Prospect B - 1BR apl.
328 Conneaut - 3BR house

3 BR's lor renl within 3BR house
A/C. 1 1/2balhs W/D 3 blocks from
campus. S375/mo + ulil. contact Jim
330-225-6461. jfflQ9J-5@venMn.net

Basemeni Apl Neat Campus
S350'mo. utilities included
Call 419-352-5882

Student Insurance
Phone:419-372-7495 • Fax:419-372-4812 • E-mail: studentins@bgsu.edu
Room 134 • Health Center Building • Bowling Green State University

All students registered for 8 or more hours on main campus are
required to have health insurance.
You can enroll in the BGSU-Offered Student Insurance plan via your
MyBGSU web portal, using the "Student Insurance Requirement"
link.
The waiver form is also located on your MyBGSU web portal.
You can complete the waiver form once you are registered for 8
or more credit hours. After logging into your MyBGSU select Student
Insurance Requirements on the left hand side. Also please print the
conformation page for your records.

Large 1 Bdrm. Near Campus
Avail Fall 2009. S475lmo. ulil mcl
Call 419-352-5882.
www meccabg com
Mecca Management. Inc
419-353-5800

11AM S11PM

V DAYS A. WEEK

"SamB's
consistently
serves the best
food between
Perrysburgand
Columbus."
the Toledo Blade Food Critic

IE-INQDDI LIVERY

The deadline to enroll in or waive out of the BGSU-Offered Student Insurance Plan
is September 4, 2009 After this date, the charge to your Bursar bill
WILL NOT be reversible

ALL BGSU Students can use the Student Health Service regardless of
their health insurance coverage.
Check us out at

www.bgsu.edu/studentinsurance

sambs.coiT

HAPPY HOURS 9-11PJ
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Marching band to practice on new field
By Allison Borgrlt
. orter

Students in the l-'alum Marching
Band will be rehearsing on new
and impioved practice Belds this
year, due to the construction of
the Stroh Center.
The old practice Belds (three in
all. located north of lot 12) will
soon be parking lots, as the Stroh
Center's footprint covers student
parking that needs to be replaced
sikl Richard Kenned, dean ol the
College of Musical \rts,
To make up for the band's loss,
two new fields are being Unit just
westofterj I ickl I louse fheband
will start rehearsals there in August
"When Dean KenneU fust heard
of the plan to build parking lots
where our current three practice
fields arc located he immediately
contacted the people in charge of
the planning to be sure that the
needs ol the band were ini ludcd
in tin1 plans." said( arol Haywaid,
director of the marching hand
and assistant professoi ol musk
education, inane mail.

Hayward said KenneU made
sure the needs ol the band were
known, as marching I wind is a
class and the prai lil e fields con
stitute a classroom,
"The Dean and Itnel with tepre
aentafives ol t apital Manning and
worked out an arrangement which
will be suitable Mi everyone and
Should Improve pi utice conditions
fctrtheband," 11 \ ardsaid.
The old practice fields were not
thelxM lor man haw according to
I laws,ml andt olinStUdet a junior
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h2o has I leen meetiiigat (Irumpy
Dave's Pub for a ample summers
now and die pastors involved feel
then1 are practical benefits to holding sen ices at the pub
Vnirding to Campus Directa
Marl OLszewski and li2o teacher
liobWarren.theiuimlx'rolstudenls
attending tile services decreases
from 250 to about M) in the sum
mer, and then' is no place on rampus that could accotnodate such a

a

ENOCH WU I THEBGNfWS
MEASURING UP: Stephanie Rosengarten measures the seeing in the area that will be the
i ce field foi the matching band Irrigation foi the field will stait in a few days.

and a squid leader tin the band's

trumpet section.
" lire current tickls... were located
in one of the knvesi spots on campus, so we often had to deal with
siandingwalcr," I layward said. "The
grounds department has given the
area some extra attention over the
last three years, but with the resources a\;iilal>lc. the area was still rough
and was not level."
Studer sakl the band sometimes
had to march in wet, muddy conditions, and some students twisted
theii ankles on the rough ground
\\c'\e had people twist their
ankles in holes and whatnot in the
old fields," Snider said, adding that
it didn't happen frequcnil\ and students just had to be careful.
Hayward said there hasn't been
an) major field-induced injuries,
hut precautions, such as keeping
holes filled, wen' taken.
Cassie Douglas, the section
service. That is why the leaders were
forced ti i End other places to meet
When they asked the Grumpy
Dave's management staff to use
theil space, h2o was given permission to not only hold services there, hut to use their sound
equipment as well.
It's not what you would expect
III see going into a church servile." said member Angela Broz,
speaking about seeing alcohol
mi the shelves while walking into
services. ' I he thing I like must
about li2o is we enjoy such great
community The communitv is

leader for the euphoniums, said
the rough terrain was partially
caused by lots of marching feet.
"When you have 220 people
marching in the same spots every
year, you can't really do much to
slop holes and mini craters from
forming." Douglas said. "Usually,
if anybody ever got hurt, it was
due to ... wrestling on the field
and running across it, not looking where you were going."
"Ideally, the replacement
fields ... actually could be better," KenneU said.
KenneU said progress is being
made every day on the fields,
and Hayward said they have
been "graded, crowned for drainage, and include irrigation."
Hayward sakl the hand won't
have as much practice space as it
did before since there will lx? two
fields instead of three, but tlw surface shot ild lx' better for marching.
still there wherever we meet."
Andrew Bmner, another member, sakl it was the laid-back atmosphere that he enjoys the most
Wiles and CHszewski also agreed
that the smexer crowd provides
more of an intimate service
"There* an intimate feel to ft,"
OLszewski said, adding that they
enjoy coffee and dontits in the more
homey' atmosphere.
"It shows that our churrh is welcoming to everyone, wherever they
are in life." said Wiles, who has been
preaching for li2o for seven years.
After being committed to h2o

From

"This is very important for the
well-being of our students in
protecting them from injuries,"
she said.
Douglas said she thought the
only time the band might be
affected by the loss of a field is
during "fundies week," or fundamentals week, when the band
splits into sections to practice.
Amanda Werner, a fourth year
student and the head twirler for
this coming year, said the group
usually just used two fields during the season, and she didn't
think the group would be affected by the loss of one field.
"Normally, we only would switch
between the two. Every other day
we... (went] back and forth so that
the marching wouldn't make the
ground too bumpy from standing
on it constantly." Werner said.
Hayward said the band will
need to rotate its practice direction more often so it doesn't wear
out certain areas of grass.
Haywatd and KenneU's concerns
were that the band would have
enough space, that the marching
surface would be improved, and
that the new fields wouldn't be any
farther from the band's equipment
in the College of Musical Arts.
Along With the improved surface conditions and enough
space for two fields, Hayward said
the distance bchveen the College
of Musical Arts and the practice
fields "has not been increased,
therefore not taking away from
valuable class time to get there."
"It is an exciting rimefor the falcon
Marching Band," I layward said

Show, who set up at Needle I lalL
The unicydist group known as
Wood One Wheelers also performed at the park
The Oa-Zei theater also provided food for sale and played the
Tour de France from prior years on
the screen. Music byTony Pako was
provided later that evening. Pako's
music along with the other bands
featured during Tuesday's festivities, have a certain fun. summer
feel to them, Vollmar said
"I figure ... that kind of music
will be the perfect backdrop to getting cleaned up, setting up camp,
and settling in to hang out in BG,"
Vollmar said.
According to Vollmar, the
residents of Bowling Green were
encouraged to participate in the
events that took place during the
riders'stay.
There was an "Out and About
BG Tour" that took visitors to
Bowling Green's major historic
sites: the wind farm, the Wood
County Historical Center and
Museum and Snook's Dream
Cars Automobile Museum. A
shuttle service was provided to
take the bikers to various Bowling
Green attractions.
But for aU of the fun planned
for the tour, the safety of the riders
was also a priority of Van Winkles.
She enlisted help from the Wood
County Amateur Radio Emergency
Services to keep a watchful eye
on the riders and make sure they
stayed safe while riding
The organization offers communication support, radio
operators and a connection to
Sky One Storm Information.

during his undergraduate studies at the University and receiving a degree in education, Wiles
said he felt a calling to be part of
the church after seeing its impact
on his own life.
If you go to the bars on Saturdays,
you can fed completely open to
going to this service on Sundays,
Wiles added.
"Traditionally; you wouldn't think
you'd find a church in a bar," Warren
said. I le added that he thinks the first
tiling to do for visitors each week is
to break down the stereotypes of the
church, reassuring them it's alright

to have a service in the pub
"It's a totally different feel,"
Warren added.
Bnmer agreed that meeting at a
bar also takes away the intimidation
from visitors.
The services begin at 11 a.m.,
starting with the worship team
singingafewcontemporary songs
to welcome the congregation
before moving into "SUce of Life,"
where someone from the congregation shares his or her testimony.
Then, a message is given by one
of the pastors and the service is
wrapped with another few songs

ALAINAIUZAS I THE BG NEWS
INFLATING: line-yea-old Julia Haas of
Lancaster. N.H.. inflates her air bed at the
Wood County Fairgrounds.

The radio contact, according to
Bob Scliuman, who has been with
the volunteer-based organization
for 20 years, is used for riders who
need emergency attention in cases
ofinjury or exhaustion. I le also said
there were a few riders who are
a part of the radio organization.
That way. the Red Cross, sheriffs
and any other emergency workers
could be contacted immediately if
an emergency situation or dangerous weather arose.
"So many people think
cell phones are the best way
to communicate, and they
definitely are a blessing." Van
Winkle said. "But for places
without coverage, the radio
helps a lot by keeping an eye
on things."

k

ONLINE: To see more photos o( the
event, go lo wwwbgviewscorn

by the worship team.
"I lopefiilly we don't sound that
different from what's on the radio,
just with more spiritual lyrics,"
Olszewskisaid.
As more visitors attend regularly, the limited capacity of the pub
only being 75 people may become
a problem in the near future. But
when the topic of possibly having
to move to another location was
presented during a service. Wiles
said the congregation was a little
bummed to hear it
Attending church in a bar is a
"welcomed change," Wiles said.

UPGRADED AMENITIES
)OK/UPGRADED CLUBHOUSE • NEW FITNESS CENTER & EQUIPM
HI"

419.353.5100 | 706 NAPOLEON ROAD
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